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 .  .The faithful lattices of rank 2 p y 1 of the groups SL p are described. For2
small primes p these and related lattices are investigated by computer. In particu-
lar a new extremal even unimodular lattice of rank 48 is constructed. Q 1998
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INTRODUCTION
The study of finite integral matrix groups is one source for producing
 .nice lattices. In particular representations of the group PSL p for p ' 32
 . w xmod 4 have been studied in 10 in connection with globally irreducible
representations. Gross gives an interpretation of some of the invariant
lattices as Mordell]Weil lattices. Since the real Schur index of the faithful
 .  .rational representations of SL p of degree 2 p y 1 is two, they can be2
viewed as representations over totally definite quaternion algebras. The
present article grew out of the investigation of finite quaternionic matrix
w xgroups 13 .
The paper is organized as follows: After introducing notation and
 .  .general arguments the faithful lattices of degree 2 p y 1 of SL p are2
 .described. For p ' 1 mod 4 these lattices can be constructed as cyclo-
tomic lattices over quaternion algebras, as described in Section 3. In the
next section it is shown that some of these lattices coincide with the very
w xdense Mordell]Weil lattices discovered by Elkies and Shioda 23 . The
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 .concluding section deals with those SL p -lattices for which the endo-2
morphism ring is a maximal order in the quaternion algebra with center
w x’Q p ramified only at the two infinite places.
This article was written during a fellowship at the university of Bordeaux
financed by the Deutsche Forschungsgesellschaft. I am grateful to both
organizations. Finally I want to thank K. Belabas for his help in solving
problems with PARI.
1. GENERAL NOTATION AND PROPERTIES
 .Let G F GL Q }following P. Hall the symbol F is used to denoten
``is a subgroup of''}be a finite subgroup of the group of rational invertible
n = n matrices. There are two important sets that describe the G-invariant
Euclidean lattices in Qn: the set
 n n 4L G [ L F Q N L is a full Z-lattice in Q and Lg F L for all g g G .
of G-invariant lattices and the vector space of G-invariant quadratic forms
F G [ F g M Q N F s F tr and gFg tr s F for all g g G . .  . 4n
 .F G is a subspace of the vector space of the rational symmetric n = n
 .matrices and contains the non-empty subset F G consisting of the) 0
 .positive definite invariant quadratic forms. The space F G can be viewed
as the space of symmetric homomorphisms from the natural representa-
 y1 . t rtion g ¬ g to its contragredient representation g ¬ g . Its dimension
can be calculated by decomposing the representation over the reals. The
  ..representation is irreducible over R if and only if dim F G s 1. In thisQ
case the matrix group G is called uniform, because then there is up to
scalar multiples a unique G-invariant quadratic form.
 .  .If L g L G is a G-invariant lattice and F g F G then the dual) o
lattice
a a , F  n t r 4L [ L [ ¨ g Q N lF¨ g Z for all l g L
a  .is again G-invariant, i.e., L g L G .
 .  .Two lattices L, F and L9, F9 are called isometric if there is an
 . t risometry T g GL Q with LT s L9 and TF9T s F. The automorphismn
 .  .group Aut L, F is the group of all isometries of L, F with itself.
Isometries of definite lattices in medium-sized dimensions may be calcu-
w xlated using the algorithm described in 18 .
 . a aL, F is called integral if L : L and unimodular if L s L . If p g N,
 .  .the rescaled lattice L, pF of the Euclidean lattice L, F is denoted by
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 p.  .L. Generalizing the notion of unimodularity, a lattice L, F is called
 p. a  a .p-modular if the rescaled dual lattice L s L , pF is isometric to
 .  .  .L, F . For primes p or p s 1 with k [ 24r p q 1 g N it follows1
w x  .  t r 4from 19 that the minimum min L, F [ min l Fl N 0 / l g L of an
 . w  .xeven p-modular lattice L, F of dimension n is at most 2 nr 2k1
q2. An even p-modular lattice is called extremal if its minimum equals
w  .x2 nr 2k q 2.1
 .One further measure of the quality of a Euclidean lattice L, F is its
 .  .   ..1r n  .Hermite parameter g L, F [ min L, F r det L, F where det L, F
is the determinant of L, i.e., the determinant of a Gram matrix of L with
.  .respect to F and n [ dim L is the dimension of L. This is related to the
density of the lattice.
 .The lattice L, F is said to be primiti¨ e if the ideal generated by the
values of the bilinear form F on L is Z.
 .In abuse of notation a subgroup G F GL Q is called irreducible if then
natural representation is irreducible. By Schur's Lemma G is irreducible if
 .   .and only if the endomorphism algebra End G [ x g M Q N xg s gx forn
4all g g G is a skewfield.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let G be an irreducible subgroup of GL Q and assumen
  ..  .  .that dim F G F 2. Let F g F G , L g L G .) 0
 .  .i If G is uniform then C [ End G is isomorphic to either Q, an
imaginary quadratic number field, or a positi¨ e definite quaternion algebra
  ..with center Q. If dim F G s 2 then C is either an abelian number field
with maximal real subfield of degree 2 o¨er Q or a positi¨ e definite quaternion
algebra o¨er a real quadratic number field. The mapping x ¬ xF is an
 .isomorphism from the maximal real subfield of the center of C to F G .
 . t r y1ii The anti-automorphism i : C ª C; x ¬ Fx F is independent of
 .the choice of F g F G . If C is commutati¨ e then i induces the complex) 0
conjugation on C. If C is a quaternion algebra then i is the canonical
in¨olution of C.
 .  .  4iii If the endomorphism ring M [ End G [ x g C N Lx : L isL
 .stable under the map i of ii then M is also the endomorphism ring of the
dual lattice La, F. The condition holds if M contains the maximal order of the
fixed field of the restriction of i to the center of C and in particular if G is
uniform.
 .  w  .x.Proof. i This is well known cf., e.g., 14, Remark II.1 .
 .  . y 1 t r y 1 y 1ii Let x g C, g g G. Then gi x g s gFx F g s
yt r t r t r y1  .  . 2Fg x g F s i x , and hence i x g C. Moreover i is the identity on
 .  .  .  .C and i xy s i y i x for all x, y g C. Since for any F9 g F G the
matrix F9Fy1 lies in the center of C, the map i is independent of F.
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Moreover, x g C is a fixed point of i if and only if xF is symmetric.
 .Therefore i x s x m x lies in the maximal real subfield of the center of
w x  .C. Galois theory resp. 20, Theorem 8.11.2 now implies ii .
 . a  . t r t r y1 t riii Let x g M , l g L, and ¨ g L . Then lF ¨x s lFx F F¨ g
t r y1  . a  .aZ since Fx F s i x g M. So ¨x g L and therefore M : End G .L
Equality follows since Laa s L. Now assume that M contains the maximal
order of the fixed field of the restriction of i to the center of C. If C is a
 .quaternion algebra and tr denotes the reduced trace tr : C ª Z C then
 .  .  .i x s tr x y x for all x g C. Since tr M lies in the maximal order of
the fixed field of the restriction of i to the center of C, M is stable under
 .i. If C is commutative then similarly i M s M. If G is uniform, the fixed
 .field of i is Q and i M s M , because M contains Z.
If one has a subalgebra Q : H of a quaternion algebra H, one might
ask: What happens with the maximal orders? Clearly, if N is a maximal
order of Q then there is a maximal order M of H containing N.
The case whre Q itself is a quaternion algebra is much easier than the
 .one where Q is abelian, because then Z M N is of finite index in M.
Restricting oneself to the situation occurring in this paper, one finds:
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 1 - p g N be square-free, H ( Q the totallyp , `, `’
w x’definite quaternion algebra o¨er Q p only ramified at the two infinite
places, Q : H a quaternion algebra with center Q, and N a maximal order
of Q.
There are exactly 2 s different maximal orders of H containing N where s is
w x’the number of ramified finite primes of Q that do not ramify in Q p .
Proof. Let M be a maximal order of H containing N. Consider M as a
M y M-bi-lattice. Then the maximal orders of H that contain N are the
 .endomorphism rings End M of the M y N-lattices L in H. TheseL
lattices L are of the form MAp , where A is a non-zero ideal in the
w x’center Q p of H and p a non-zero two-sided ideal of N , because all
two-sided M-ideals come from central ideals. Let p be a two-sided ideal
 .of N and M9 [ End M . The M y M9-lattices in H are the latticesMp
w x’MAp , where A runs through the non-zero ideals of Q p .
Let r be a rational prime that ramifies in Q and p the maximalr
two-sided ideal in N containing r.
2w x’If r ramifies in Q p then rR s A where R is the maximal order ofr
w x’Q p and A 1 R. Completing M and N at A , one sees that Mp sr r r]
MA . Therefore MApp s MAA p is again an M y M9-lattice forr r r
w x’every non-zero ideal A in Q p .
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w x  .’If r does not ramify in Q p then r is inert since Q : H and
therefore Mpp is not an M y M9-lattice. The proposition follows sincer
2Mp s r M.r
 .Con¨ention. If C is a subalgebra of M Q isomorphic to a numbern
field K, C and K are identified and the matrices in C are referred to as
algebraic numbers. In particular an element x g C with x 2 s p is denoted
’as p and z also means a primitive k th root of unity in C.k
w xThe notation of 17, Proposition II.4 is used to describe finite matrix
groups whose natural representation is close to a tensor product. In
 .particular if G F GL Q and H is a subgroup of the unit group ofn
 .End G , then G( H denotes the group generated by G and H. A 2 on top
 .sometimes followed by a natural number in brackets indicates a certain
extension of this group by a group of order 2.
 .  .2. THE SL p -LATTICES OF RANK 2 p y 12
The aim of this section is to describe the faithful rational lattices of rank
 .  .2 p y 1 of the group SL p , the group of the 2 = 2 matrices over the2
field with p elements of determinant 1, where p is a prime number.
 . The lattices of SL p of rank p y 1 which belong to non-faithful2
. w  .xrational representations have been described in 17, Chap. V b . They
 w x.are cyclotomic lattices strongly related to Craig's lattices cf. 5, p. 222 .
 .The lattices of degree 2 p y 1 turn out to have an interpretation as
cyclotomic lattices over quaternion algebras.
To fix notation let p ) 3 be a prime and z g C denote a primitivepq1
 .  .p q 1 st root of unity. Let A g SL p be an element of order p q 1.2
 .For 1 F i F p q 1 r2 there is a unique character Q of degree p y 1 ofi
 .  .  i yi .  w x.SL p with Q A s y z q z cf. 21 , which is the restriction of2 i pq1 pq1
 .  .an irreducible character of SL p .2. It is irreducible if i / p q 1 r2 and2
faithful if i is odd.
 . w x Immediately from the character table of SL p .2 given in 21 see also2
w x.7 one gets the following
LEMMA 2.1. The faithful rational ¨alued characters of degree p y 1 of the
 .  4group SL p are the characters Q for i g 2, 4, 6 di¨ iding p q 1 but2  pq1.r i
 .not p q 1 r2.
w xBy 9, Theorem 6.1 , all these faithful characters Q have real pq1.r i
Schur index 2. They lead to rational representations D of degree n [i
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 .  .2 p y 1 of G [ SL p . A closer analysis of this theorem yields the2
following
 .  .   ..LEMMA 2.2. i If p ' 1 mod 4 then End D G ( Q is iso-2 p , `, `’
w x’morphic to the quaternion algebra with center Q p only ramified at the two
infinite places.
 .  .   ..ii If p ' 5 mod 12 then End D G ( Q is isomorphic to the6 `, 3
quaternion algebra with center Q ramified at 3 and infinity.
 .  .   ..iii If p ' 3 mod 8 then End D G ( Q is isomorphic to the4 `, 2
quaternion algebra with center Q ramified at 2 and infinity.
w xThe modular constituents of the Q are already described in 17 andi
w xmay be obtained from 4 . The only reference I found for the invariant
 . w xbilinear form of i is 11, Theorem VI.1.1 where the inverse is described:
ÃLEMMA 2.3. Let r be a prime and Q denote the restriction of the characteri
Q to the r-regular classes, i.e., the conjugacy classes of elements of order noti
 .di¨ isible by r, of G s SL p .2
 . w xi The irreducible F G-modules are F x, y , the spaces of homoge-p p s
 .neous polynomials of degree s 0 F s F p y 1 with G-action defined by
sy j j a b sy j j a b .  .  .  . w xx y [ ax q by cx q dy for g G, 0 F j F s. F x, y isp sc d c d
an absolutely irreducible F G-module of dimension s q 1. Its character will bep
denoted by b . Up to scalar multiples it has a unique G-in¨ariant bilinearsq1
 .form , . The latter is defined by
y1
ssy jsyj j syi ix y , x y [ y1 d 1 F i , j F s . .  . . i , syj /j
It is alternating if s is odd and symmetric if s is e¨en.
Ã .ii If r s p then Q s b q b .i iy1 pyi
Ã .  4iii If r / p let i g 2, 4, 6 di¨ ide p q 1. The character Q is pq1.r i
Ã Ãreducible if and only if i s 2 r or i s 2. In these cases Q s Q s pq1.r i  pq1.r2
Ã Ã  .Q q Q9 where Q \ Q q Q9 decomposes as the sum of 2 characters pq1.r2
 .of degree p y 1 r2.
Using this information one finds the following three theorems:
 .  .   ..THEOREM 2.4. Let p ' 1 mod 4 , G [ SL p , and L g L D G .2 2
  ..Then the endomorphism ring End D G \ M is a maximal order of theL 2
  ..endomorphism algebra C [ End D G ( Q . A system of representa-2 p , `, `’
 .ti¨ es of isomorphism classes of MD G -lattices is gi¨ en by LA , where2
w x’0 / A runs through a set of representati¨ es of the ideal classes of Q p s
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 .Z C . There is a unique ideal class, say represented by A , for which there0
 .  .exists a F g F G such that LA , F is unimodular.0 ) 0 0 0
 .  .Denote this unimodular Euclidean lattice LA , F by L M .0 0 2 py1., 2
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 the restrictions of the C-constituents of the
 .natural character of D G to the r-regular classes are irreducible Brauer2
characters of G for all primes r. Since the Sylow-p-subgroups of G are of
 .order p this impies that there is only one genus of D G -lattices.2
 .Therefore M is a maximal order in C. The MD G -lattices correspond to2
two-sided ideals of M hence are of the form LA , where 0 / A is an ideal
w x’in Q p .
  ..  . a, FChoose F g F D G . By Lemma 1.1 iii the dual lattice L is) 0 2
a, F . w x’again a MD G -lattice. Hence L s LB for some ideal B in Q p .2
 . w x’Since by Lemma 1.1 i the form aF is symmetric for all a g Q p , the
a, F y1 . w x w’dual lattice LA s LA B for all ideals A of Q p . By 26, Theo-
 . .x w x’rem 10.4 b the class number of Q p is odd. So there is an ideal A of0
2w x w x  .’ ’Q p and b g Q p such that B s A b . Since the fundamental unit0
w x  w  .x.’of Q p has norm y1 cf. 26, Ex. 8.3 there is a totally positive
 .   ..generator b of b . Then F [ b F g F D G and the lattice0 0 0 ) 0 2
 .LA , F is unimodular.0 0
 .  w x .’Let LA , xF x g Q p totally positive be any other unimodular
 .  .a, x F y1 y1 y2MD G -lattice. Then LA s LA s LBA x . Hence A B and2
y1 2 . w x’therefore A A is principal. Again since the class number of Q p is0
odd, this implies that the ideal class of A is the one of A .0
 w x.Remark 2.5 cf. 24 . With the notation of Theorem 2.4 assume that M
contains a maximal order N of the subalgebra Q of C. Then`, p
 .  .L M is invariant under an extension SL p .2.2 py1., 2 2
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, M is the unique maximal order of C
containing N. The representation D of G extends to a rational represen-2
tation D of both extensions G.2, with endomorphism algebra2
  .. End D G.2 ( Q which may be calculated as the endomorphism2 `, p
 ..algebra of the normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup in D G.2 . Therefore2
 .  .the group D G.2 fixes one of the ND G -lattices, say L9. Since each2 2
 .D G -lattice has a maximal order as its endomorphism ring, Proposition2
  ..1.2 implies that End D G s M. Hence L9 is isomorphic to someL9 2
 .  .MD G -lattice LA. The ND G.2 -sublattices of L9 are of the form L9m2 2
or L9mp , where m g Z and p denotes the maximal two-sided ideal of N
’containing p. Since L9p s L9 p , all these lattices are isomorphic as
 .   ..MD G -lattices. Now let F g F D G.2 be primitive on L9. Then the2 ) 0 2 y1a, F  .’dual lattice L9 is either L9 or L9 p . In the first case L9, F s
y1 .  .’L M is unimodular, in the second case L9, e p F s2 py1., 2
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 . w x’L M is unimodular for a suitable fundamental unit e g Q p . If2 py1., 2
 .   . :D G.2 s D G , x then conjugation with x induces the Galois auto-2 2
w x   . :’morphism on Q p . Therefore the group D G , e x is a subgroup of2y1 .’Aut L9, e p F .
  ..  .In the other two cases the group D SL p k s 6 resp. 4 is uniformk 2
and the endomorphism algebra has class number 1.
 .  .THEOREM 2.6. Let p ' 5 mod 12 and G [ SL p . Then the group2
 .  .  .D G is uniform. There is a D G -in¨ariant lattice L and F g F G , such6 6 ) 0
 .  py5.r3that L, F \ L is primiti¨ e of determinant p . The endomor-2 py1., 6
  ..phism ring End D G of L is a maximal order M in the endomorphismL 6
  .. a, Falgebra C [ End D G ( Q . If p ) 5 then the two lattices L and L6 `, 3
 . nrepresent the isomorphism classes of MD G -lattices in Q . The primiti¨ e6
 .D G -lattices ha¨ing not a maximal order as endomorphism ring are unimod-6
ular. If p s 5 then L s La is unimodular, and hence isometric to E .8, 6 8, 6 8
Proof. The irreducible rational representation D remains irreducible6
 .when considered over the reals cf. Lemma 2.2 . So the matrix group
 .   ..D G is uniform. Let L g L D G be a G-invariant lattice and F the6 6
 .positive definite D G -invariant form, which is primitive on L.6
 .  .Since Q C ( M Q the Q D G -module Q L s V [ V is a sum ofp 2 p p 6 p 1 2
 .two isomorphic Q D G -modules each affording the character Q .p 6  pq1.r6
 .Let i s 1, 2 and L be a Z D G -lattice in V . The Sylow p-subgroup of Gi p 6 i
 .is of order p, so the Z D G -sublattices of L in V are linearly ordered.p 6 i i
 .By Lemma 2.3 the irreducible F D G -constituents of L rpL are abso-p 6 i i
 .  .lutely irreducible of degree p y 5 r6 and 5p y 1 r6. Replacing L by a
maximal sublattice of p-power index if necessary, one may suppose that
 .Z L is a direct sum of two isomorphic Z D G -lattices. Then Z M (p p 6 p
 .  .M Z . The Z MD G -lattices on Q L are linearly ordered by inclusion2 p p 6 p
 . and the F MD G composition factors of LrpL are of dimension 2 p yp 6
. .  . .  . a, F5 r6 and 2 5p y 1 r6 . By Lemma 1.1 iii the dual lattice L is also an
M-lattice. Therefore, the p-part of the determinant of L is one of
2 py5.r6 25 py1.r6  .  a, F .p or p . Replacing L, F by L , pF if necessary, one
 .  py5.r3achieves that the p-part of det L, F is p .
ÃSo it remains to consider the prime 3. As a 3-Brauer character Q pq1.r6
Ã Ã Ã Ã . w x’s Q q Q9, but the character values of Q and Q9 generate F p ( F .3 9
 .So there is up to isomorphism only one Z D G -lattice in Q L. Therefore3 6 3
 .M is a maximal order in C and L is invariant under the group D G (6
Ä Ä .  .S F GL Q generated by D G and the unit group S of M. The3 n 6 3
Ä .3-modular constituents of the natural character of D G (S are of6 3
 .degree p y 1 r2, where the lifts of the corresponding character values
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w x’generate the biquadratic extension Q p , z of Q. Since yp is a square4
Ä .in F , the F D G (S -module Lr3L has two non-isomorphic composition3 3 6 3
factors LrL9 and L9r3L. The corresponding 3-Brauer characters are
complex, so LrL9 is the dual module of L9r3L and therefore 3 does not
 .divide det L, F .
Now let p ) 5. The F G-module La, FrL is isomorphic to W [ W ,p 1 2
w x  .where W ( F x, y i s 1, 2 is the F G-module of homogenous polyno-i p s p
 .mials of degree s [ p y 11 r6 of Lemma 2.3. Since s is odd the
 .  .G-invariant bilinear form , on W i s 1, 2 is alternating. Hence thei
a, F  X X :symmetric bilinear form induced by F on L rL is w q w , w q w1 2 1 2
  . X .   X . .  .s w w , w q w w , w w g W , i s 1, 2 where w : W ª W is a1 2 1 2 i i 1 2
a, F G-isomorphism. The G-invariant subspaces of L rL are M [ w q wi 1 2
 . 4  .  4g W [ W N w w s iw i s 0, . . . , p y 1 and M [ W [ 0 . Hence1 2 1 2 p 1
H  .M s M 0 F i F p and the G-invariant overlattices containing L ofi i
 py5.r6index p are unimodular.
 .  .THEOREM 2.7. Let p ' 3 mod 8 and G [ SL p . Then the group2
 .   ..  .D G is uniform. There is a lattice L g L D G and F g F G , such4 4 ) 0
 . py1  py3.r2that L, F \ L is primiti¨ e of determinant 2 p . The endo-2 py1., 4
  ..morphism ring End D G is a maximal order M in Q . The twoL 4 `, 22 py1.,4
a, F  .lattices L and L represent the isomorphism classes of MD G lattices in4
n  .Q . The primiti¨ e D G -lattices ha¨ing not the maximal order as the endo-4
morphism ring ha¨e determinant 2 py1.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Theorem 2.6. But here one
 .has to consider the prime 2 instead of 3 . Now the unit group of M is
 .SL 3 . Adjoining the lifts of the character values of the 2-modular2
 .  .constituents of the natural character of D G (SL 3 one obtains the4 2
w x  . .  .’character field Q y p , z . Since yp y3 ' 1 mod 8 the3
 .  .  .F D G (SL 3 -module Lr2 L has 2 different constituents of degree2 4 2
p y 1. But now, the corresponding 2-Brauer characters are real, which
py1 .implies that the 2-part of det L, F is 2 .
 .2 2
 .  .  .Remark 2.8. If p s 11 then Aut L s SL 11 ( SL 3 acts tran-20, 4 2 2
  .. 8sitively on the 12 D SL 11 -sublattices of index 11 in L . These4 2 20, 4
sublattices are extremal 2-modular lattices with automorphism group
 w  .x.2.M .2 cf. 17, Lemma IX.3 .12
 .2 2
 .  .  .If p s 19 then Aut L s SL 19 ( SL 3 has 2 orbits on the 2036, 4 2 2
  .. 14D SL 19 -sublattices of index 19 in L of length 12 resp. 8. Both4 2 36, 4
 .orbits consist of extremal 2-modular lattices of minimum 6 . The automor-
 .  .phism groups are SL 19 .2 resp. SL 19 (C .2 2 3
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3. CYCLO-QUATERNIONIC LATTICES
 .In this section an explicit construction for the lattices L M and2 py1., 2
 .L for primes p ' 1 mod 4 is obtained. To find these lattices one2 py1., 6
has to construct a representation of a metacyclic group, which is certainly
easier than constructing D or D , but involves the problem of solving2 6
 .norm equations in abelian number fields if p ' 1 mod 8 .
The fundamental observation is that for k s 2 and 6 the restriction of
 . D to the Borel subgroup B [ "C .C F SL p the non-splitk p  py1.r2 2
extension of a cyclic group "C of order 2 p by the subgroup of index 2 inp
 ..  .Aut C remains rationally irreducible. Note that p y 1 r2 is evenp
 .because p ' 1 mod 4 in these two cases.
Since B has only one rational irreducible faithful representation D the
restrictions of the two representations D and D to B coincide for p ' 52 6
 .   ..mod 12 . The endomorphism algebra C [ End D B is Q . Thep , `, `’
w x’center of C will be identified with Q p .
 .  :  .  :  .LEMMA 3.1. Let D B s z, a F GL Q , where z 1 D B is2 py1. ]
 .  py1.r2the normal p-subgroup of D B , a s y1, and conjugation with a
 . w x w xinduces a Galois automorphism of order p y 1 r2 of Q z ( Q z .p
 . . py1.r4   ..  .Then ` [ 1 y z a g N D B normalizes D B .G L Q .2 py1.
 .  . y1. 2Proof. This is straightforward. ` s 1 y z a 1 y z a a 1 y
. y2 .   py1.r4y1 . 1y  py1.r4.  py1.r4  .z a ??? a 1 y z a a , where the first p y 1 r4
factors pairwise commute. Since these factors also commute with z, one
` y1 ` y1 y1 y1 . .has z s z . Moreover a s 1 y z 1 y z a s yz a.
2 w x w x  .’Note that y` is the norm of Q z rQ p of 1 y z and hence a
 . w x’ ’totally positive generator of the ideal p of Q p .
  ..PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a maximal order of C, F g F D B , and) 0
  ..   ..L g L D B with End D B s M. Let S be a system of non-zero repre-L
 . w x’sentati¨ es of the ideal classes of Z C s Q p .
 .  . 0.i The MD B sublattices of p-power index in L are L \ L >
1. 2.  py1.r2.  i.  iq1. 2< <’L > L > ??? > L s p L with L rL s p for all 0 F i -
 . 0.  py3.r2.p y 1 r2. The lattices L A , . . . , L A with A g S form a system of
 . 2 py1.representati¨ es of isomorphism classes of MD B -lattices in Q .
 .   . 4ii Let ` be as in Lemma 3.1. If i g 0, . . . , p y 5 r4 then
 iq py1.r4.  i.   i. .   i. 2 .L A s L `A and L `A , F is isometric to L A , y` F .
 .   . 4iii There is a unique i g 0, . . . , p y 5 r4 for which the lattices0
 i0 .   ..   i0 . .L A , A g S, are in¨ariant under D SL p F Aut L A , F .2 2
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 i .0 w x’Replacing L by L A for a suitable ideal A of Q p and choosing0 0
  ..  .  .an appropriate F g F D B as in Theorem 2.4 one achie¨ es that L, F) 0
 .s L M is unimodular.2 py1., 2
 .iv Assume that M contains a maximal order M of Q . If`, 3 `, 3
 .  .  .   py5.r12. .L, F s L M is the unimodular lattice of iii , then L , F2 py1., 2
  ..   py5.r12. .s L is in¨ariant under D SL p F Aut L , F .2 py1., 6 6 2
 .  :  .  .Proof. i Let z 1 D B be the normal p-subgroup of D B . The]
 :  w x.  .order M z is isomorphic to M Z z . So the MD B sublattices of L2 p
w xcorrespond to the ideals of Z z which are stable under the Galois groupp
 w x w x.’Gal Q z rQ p . Hence a system of representatives of isomorphismp
 .  i.  . iclasses of MD B -lattices is given by L A s L 1 y z A where A g S
 .and 0 F i F p y 3 r2.
 .   ..ii By Lemma 3.1, ` g N D B is an element of determi-G L Q .2 py1. py1.r2  .nant p normalizing D B . Since ` lies in the enveloping algebra of
 .  i.  .D B , it commutes with C. Therefore the lattice L `A is a MD B -sub-
 py1.r2  i.  iq py1.r4.  .lattice of index p of L A and hence equals L A by i .
  i. .   i. t r .Clearly L `A , F is isometric to L A , ` F ` . Since ` normalizes
 . t r   ..  .D B , the form ` F ` lies in F D B . With Lemma 1.1 i one gets that) 0
t r 2 w x’` F ` s yx` F for some totally positive unit x g Q p . Since the
2w x’fundamental unit of Q p has norm y1 the unit x s y is a square and
  i. 2 .   i. 2 .y yields an isometry between L A , yx` F and L A , y` F .
 .   ..  .iii The group D SL p contains a group D B . Since C is also2 2
  ..    ...the endomorphism algebra of D SL p one has F D SL p s2 2 2 2
  ..  .   ..F D B and there is a 0 F i F p y 3 r2 such that MD SL p fixes0 2 2
 i .0  . w x’the lattices L A A g S . By Theorem 2.4 there is an ideal A of Q p0
 i .0 . w x’such that L A , bF is unimodular for some totally positive b g Q p .0
 . y1  .If i ) p y 5 r4 one applies the isometry ` of ii and replaces F0
2  .by y` F to achieve 0 F i F p y 5 r4. The uniqueness of such an0
  i0qi . . 4 i i follows because the determinant det L A , bF s p 1 F i F0 0
 . . py1  2 .p y 5 r4 is ) 1 and not divisible by p s det ` .
 .  .iv Since Q F Q , one has p ' 5 mod 12 and 3 is inert in`, 3 p , `, `’
 i.  i.w x   .’Q p . The lattices L A together with L p A 0 F i F p y 3 r2, A g
.S , where p is a generator of the maximal two-sided ideal of M`, 3
containing 3, form a system of representatives of isomorphism classes of
 .   ..M D B -lattices. Among these there is a lattice L9, on which D SL p`, 3 6 2
  ..  .acts. But then D SL p also fixes the lattice L9p . With ii the lattice6 2
  py5.r12. .  .L , F is up to isometry the unique MD B -lattice of determinant
 py5.r6  .p and iv follows from Theorem 2.6.
Table I displays some invariants of the cyclo-quaternionic lattices for
w x’p s 5, 13, and 17. Here the class number of Q p is one. The first line
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TABLE I
p s 5 p s 13
1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.L L L L L L L L8, 2 8, 2 24, 2 24, 2 24, 2 24, 2 24, 2 24, 2
4 4 8 12 16 20 .det L 1 5 1 3 13 13 13 13
 .min L 2 4 4 4 6 12 14 24
< <L 240 120 196560 936 1248 13104 312 1248min
 .g L 2 1.79 4 2.61 2.55 3.33 2.53 2.83
p s 17
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.L L L L L L L L32, 2 32, 2 32, 2 32, 2 32, 2 32, 2 32, 2 32, 2
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 .det L 1 17 17 17 17 17 17 17
 .min L 4 6 8 10 12 20 30 44
< <L 146880 233376 63648 4896 1632 3264 4896 4896min
 .g L 4 4.21 3.94 3.46 2.91 3.40 3.58 3.69
 0. .contains the name of the lattice, where it is assumed that L , F s
 .L M is unimodular. The quadratic form F is omitted and2 py1., 2
 .L M is shortly denoted by L , if M is unique up to2 py1., 2 2 py1., 2
conjugacy. The second row contains the determinant. The last three rows
contain the minimum, the number of minimal vectors, resp. the rounded
value of the Hermite parameter of the lattice, if these data could be
computed.
ÄThere are two non-conjugate maximal orders M and M in the quater-
nion algebra Q . They correspond to the two different constructions’29 , `, `
’ ’w x w xQ s Q 29 m Q s Q 29 m Q and can be distinguished by’29 , `, ` `, 2 `, 3
Äthe property that M contains a maximal order of Q and M a maximal`, 2
order of Q . One obtains the numerical results for p s 29 in Table II.`, 3
w xWith programs, developed by H. Napias 12 , which allow us to perform
an LLL-reduction over Euclidean domains, one obtains LLL-reduced
 i.  i. Ä .   ..bases for the lattices L M resp. L M viewed as lattices over the56, 2 56, 2
Ä .  .maximal order in Q resp. Q which is contained in M resp. M .`, 2 `, 3
Whereas for the first lattices it is possible to calculate the minimal vectors,
 i. Ä .  .PARI does not produce results for the lattices L M 1 F i / 7, 856, 2
after 1 week of calculations. The upper bounds for the minima of these
lattices are obtained from an LLL-reduced basis and the minimum of
2. Ä .L M will be proved in the next section.56, 2
 i.  .Remark 3.3. The lattices L M have a purely algebraic inter-2 py1., 2
y1w xpretation as ideals of the maximal order O [ Z z q z Mmp p Zw1q p .r2x’
w y1 xof the quaternion algebra QO with center Q z q z ramified only atp p
 .the p y 1 r2 infinite places.
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TABLE II
p s 29
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. .  .  .  .  .  .  .L M L M L M L M L M L M L M56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2
4 8 12 16 20 24 .det L 1 29 29 29 29 29 29
 .min L 6 6 8 10 12 16 20
< <L 15590400 9744 58464 146160 204624 53592 9744min
 .g L 6 4.72 4.95 4.86 4.59 4.81 4.72
p s 29
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .L M L M L M L M L M L M L M56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2
4 8 12 16 20 24 .det L 1 29 29 29 29 29 29
 .min L 6 6 10 F 12 F 14 F 16 F 20
 .g L 6 4.72 6.18 F 5.83 F 5.35 F 4.81 F 4.72
p s 29
7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. .  .  .  .  .  .  .L M L M L M L M L M L M L M56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2
28 32 36 40 44 48 52 .det L 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
 .min L 28 28 28 28 58 88 116
< <L 107880 696 696 696 9744 19488 24360min
 .g L 5.20 4.09 3.21 2.53 4.12 4.91 5.09
p s 29
7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .L M L M L M L M L M L M L M56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2 56, 2
28 32 36 40 44 48 52 .det L 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
 .min L 20 32 F 42 F 56 F 68 F 98 F 108
< <L 4872 9744min
 .g L 3.71 4.67 F 4.82 F 5.05 F 4.82 F 5.47 F 4.74
There are two remarkable lattices in these tables, L1. s L and32, 2 32, 6
2. Ä .L M s L , which are denser than the corresponding extremal uni-56, 2 56, 6
modular lattices. These lattices also have an interpretation as Mordell]Weil
lattices as shown in the next section.
4. CONNECTION WITH MORDELL]WEIL LATTICES
w xIn 23 , Shioda investigates the Mordell]Weil lattice of the elliptic curve
E : y2 s x 3 q 1 q t pq1
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 .over the rational function field k t , where k is any field of characteristic
 .2p containing F and p is a prime ' y1 mod 6 . He shows that withp
 .   ..respect to the canonical height h the group of k t -rational points E k t
is a positive definite even lattice of rank 2 p y 2, determinant p py5.r3,
 . and minimal norm p q 1 r3. These lattices have been independently
.discovered by N. D. Elkies.
 . p2Let K [ F t . Since the Frobenius automorphism a ¬ a generatesp
 .  .2 2the Galois group Gal F rF the unitary group U F , isomorphic to anp p 2 p
extension of the central product of a cyclic group of order p q 1 and
 .SL p by a group of order 2, acts on the K-rational points of the Fermat2
pq1 pq1 pq1  .curve X : x q x s t q 1. The mapping x , x ¬pq1 1 2 1 2
  pq1.r3  pq1.r2 .yx , x defines a dominant rational mapping from X to1 2 pq1
 .  .2E. So one is tempted to induce the action of U F on E K . But this2 p
 .induced action on E K is not well defined. However, one gets:
 .  .2THEOREM 4.1. If p ' y1 mod 6 then the group G [ U F acts on2 p
  . .the lattice E K , h ¨ia isometries. The kernel of this action is the subgroup
 .  .of order p q 1 r6 of the center Z G ( C .pq1
Proof. The strategy of the proof is to define an action of G on a subset
 .  .S of vectors of norm p q 1 r3 in E K . The kernel of this action is the
 .subgroup of index 6 in the center Z G . The image H acts as isometries
 .  .with respect to h on this subset S of the free abelian group E K , hence
linear on the Q-vector space spanned by S. Since H has no faithful
 .rational representation of degree - 2 p y 1 , the subset S generates a
 .full H-invariant sublattice L of E K . The most difficult part of the proof
 .is the identification of L with E K . For this purpose a sublattice of rank
4 of L on which a certain element of order p q 1 in G acts as a 6th root
of unity is compared with the corresponding sublattices of the other
 .G-lattices of dimension 2 p y 1 using an explicit description of the group
ring. Elkies pointed out a much easier proof of Theorem 4.1 which is
sketched in Remark 4.8.
 . w xThe Subset S : E K . With 23, Proposition 5.3 one finds that the
 .  w x.2elements x , x g X F t such that x and x are of degree 1 are of1 2 pq1 p 1 2
a b .the form x s at q b, x s ct q d, where g G is an element of the1 2 c d
 .2unitary group G s U F .2 p
Define S to be the set of images of these points:
 .  . a bpq1 r3 pq1 r2
2S [ x , y s y at q b , ct q d g U F . .  .  .  . . 2 p 5 /c d
 .The Action of G on S. Let z denote a primitive p q 1 st root of unity
 .   . pq1.r3  . pq1.r2 .2in F . The preimages of x, y s y at q b , ct q d g Sp
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 3a  . 2 b  ..are of the form z at q b , z ct q d . They form a full right coset of
3 1 0z 0 .  .:2the subgroup U [ , ( C = C F G. Identifying S0 z  pq1.r3  pq1.r20 1
with the set of right cosets U _ G, one gets an action of G on S induced by
right multiplication in G. The kernel is the largest normal subgroup of G
 .  .contained in U, core U s U l Z G ( C . pq1.r6
 .That this action of G on S induces isometries of the lattice L, h , may
be seen by a direct calculation of the scalar products: Let P, Q g S.
 .  .  .Viewing the points on E K as elements P , Q of the Neron]SeveriÂ
group of the corresponding elliptic surface and taking into account that
this surface has no reducible fibers and that P and Q do not intersect with
 :  .  . ..  w x.the zero divisor, one calculates P, Q s p q 1 r6 y P Q cf. 22 ,
 . ..  .  .where P Q is the intersection number of the two divisors P and Q
 :  :and ? , ? is the bilinear form whose associated quadratic form P, P s
 .h P is the canonical height.
  . pq1.r3  . pq1.r2 .  Let P [ y at q b , ct q d and Q [ y a t q
. pq1.r3  . pq1.r2 .b , g t q d be in S.
1 .  4  .2 2The value t g P F s F j ` gives an intersection point of P andp p
 .  . 3 r .  . 2 s .Q , if at q b s z a t q b and ct q d s z g t q d for some r, s.
If
z i 0a b a b
/ for all 1 F i , j F p q 1 gen .j  / /g d c d /0 z
 . ..  .then P Q is the number of solutions 0 F r - p q 1 r3, 0 F s -
 .p q 1 r2 of
ad y bg z 3 rq2 s q bc y a d z 3 r q bg y ad z 2 s q ad y bc s 0. .  .  .
w .
 .  .Namely then each solution of w gives an intersection at t s t r, s s
 3 r .  3 r .  2 s .  2 s.  42bz y b r a y az s dz y d r c y gz g F j ` . If equalityp
 .  . w . j xholds in the condition gen for some i, j and P / Q, then P [ y1 Q
 :  . jq1 .g S, hence P, Q s y1 p q 1 r6.
 .Clearly the condition gen is invariant under right multiplication with
 .elements of G. If one replaces P by Pg and Q by Qg, Eq. w for
 . ..Pg Qg is multiplied by the determinant of g g G. Therefore G acts as
 :isometries, hence linear, on L s S .
 .  .We now want to show that L equals E K . To this aim let A g SL p2
z 0 .  .2 y1s SU F an element of order p q 1, A [ . Let0 z2 p
 .pq1 r3 pq1.r3  pq1.r2X [ yt , 1 , y z t , 1 , y1, t , .  .  . .
 pq1.r3  pq1.r2 :yz , t F L. .
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 .  pq1.r6. 2Then X, h is isometric to A a rescaling of an orthogonal sum of2
 .  .two copies of the hexagonal lattice. In particular min X, h s p q 1 r3
 .  . .4 2and det X, h s p q 1 r6 ? 3 . The eigenvalues of the matrix describ-
ing the action of A on X are primitive 6th roots of unity. The normalizer
0 1 .  :   .:in SL p of A is N [ A, , a quaternion group of order2 y1 0
 .2 p q 1 . It also fixes the lattice X.
 .To identify L, the sublattices T of the SL p -invariant lattices corre-2
sponding to the suitable homogenous component of N are investigated.
 b .  :Let c denote the complex irreducible character of A defined by
 b . . b  .  .c A [ z 0 F b F p where z g C is a primitive p q 1 st rootpq1 pq1
of unity and let c be the irreducible character of N whose restriction tob
 :  b . yb .   . .A is c q c 0 - b - p q 1 r2 and c , c 9 be the two different
extensions of c  pq1.r2. to N.
 .  :LEMMA 4.2. With the notation abo¨e let p ' y1 mod 6 , N s A .C2
 . a( C .C be the quaternion group of order 2 p q 1 , q a prime, and q thepq1 2
 . w x’maximal q-power di¨ iding p q 1. If q s 3 and p ' 1 mod 4 let K [ Q p3
be the unramified extension of degree 2 of Q , K [ Q in all the other cases,3 q
 .and R the maximal order in K. Let a [ p q 1 r6, e the centrally primiti¨ ea
idempotent in KN belonging to c , and L the block of RN containing aa
nonzero multiple of e . Assume a G 1.a
 .  .  a .4i If q G 5, then e Lr e L l L ( Rrq R as R-modules.a a
 .ii Let q s 3 and e resp. e9 be the centrally primiti¨ e idempotents of
 . KN belonging to c resp. c 9. Let L [ 1 y e y e9 L. Then e L r e L la a a a a
.  ay1 .4  .  a .2  ay1 .2L ( Rr3 R and e Lr e L l L ( Rr3 R [ Rr3 R asa a a
R-modules.
 .  .iii Let q s 2 and p ' 3 mod 4 . View c as a character of N [a
 .NrZ N ( D . Let e be the corresponding idempotent and L be thepq1 a
ay1 4 .  .corresponding block of Z N. Then e Lr e L l L ( Zr2 Z .2 a a
 :aProof. In all cases the defect group of L is C F A and RrqR is aq
minimal splitting field for LrqL.
 . w  .xi From 16, Theorem VIII.5 one finds that L is of the form
L s x , y g 1 y e L [ e L N n x s m y , 4 .  .  .  .a a
 a .where m and n are epimorphisms of the resp. orders onto M Rrq R .2
 . Hence the amalgamation module of e L and 1 y e L is e Lr e L la a a a
.   . .  a .4L ( e L q 1 y e L rL ( Rrq R .a a
 .ii Now q s 3 and the character c belongs to the exceptionala
vertex of the Brauer tree of L.
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For s s 1, . . . , a let e sy 1 be the centrally primitive idempotent of KNar3
belonging to the character
3 s
sy 1 sy1C [ car3 x a r3
xs1, 3¦x
s w  .  .xiy1and L [  e L. According to 16, Theorem VIII.5 is is1 a r3
L s x , y g L [ e sy 1 L N n x s m y , .  .  . 4s sy1 a r3 s s
 .3 sy 1y1sy 1 sy1 sy1where m : e L ª e LrJac e L and n : L ªs a r3 a r3 a r3 s sy1
 .3 sy 1y1sy 1 sy1L r3L ( e LrJac e L are the canonical epimor-sy1 sy1 a r3 a r3
phisms. We claim that L l L s 3 sy1L . This is trivial for s s 1. Assume1 s 1
that it is true for some a ) s G 1. Let x s x q ??? qx g L l L ,1 sq1 1 sq1
 .iy1where x g e L 1 F i F s q 1 . Since x g L and L is a subdirecti a r3 1 sq1
 .iy1sum of the e L 1 F i F s q 1 , this implies x s ??? s x s 0.ar3 2 sq1
 .Hence x g L l L with n x s x q 3L s 0. Therefore x s x s1 1 s sq1 1 1 s 1
 .3 y with y g L . Now L l Q L : L , again because L is a subdirects s 3 1 1 s
sum. Hence y g L l L s 3 sy1L and x g 3 sL .s 1 1 1
 . ay1Since L s e L , this implies e L r e L l L ( L r3 L (1 a a a a a a a 1 1
 ay1 .4Rr3 R .
 .  . As in i the block L of RN is of the form L s x, y g L [ e qa
.  .  .4e9 L N n x s m y . Here m and n are homomorphisms of the resp.
 a .  a .orders onto Rr3 R [ Rr3 R . Hence the total amalgamation module
 .  a .2  ay1 .2e Lr e L l L is isomorphic to Rr3 R [ Rr3 R .a a
 .iii Since the degree of the irreducible Brauer character belonging
ay 1to L is even, a defect group of L is isomorphic to C F N. The2
idempotent e belongs to the exceptional vertex of the Brauer tree of L.a
Let e be the centrally primitive idempotent of KN belonging to the2 a
 .  .  .character c of N and L [ 1 y e L . As in ii ,2 a ay 1 2 a
ay2 4 .  .  .  . e L r e L l L ( Zr2 Z . As in i , L s x, y g 1 ya ay1 a ay1 ay1
.  .  .4e L [ e L N n x s m y where m and n are epimorphisms of the2 a 2 a
ay1 4 .  .resp. orders onto Zr2 Z from which one gets iii .
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. Let p ' 5 mod 12 and M, F be a primiti¨ e lattice of
Ä .   . .  ..dimension 2 p y 1 with SL p (S .2 F Aut M, F . With the notation2 3
 .  . abo¨e let T [ e q e M l M F M where a [ p q 1 r6 and e resp.a ya a
.  : a .e is the centrally primiti¨ e idempotent in C A corresponding to cya
 ya ..resp. c .
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 .i Let M be a maximal order of Q containing a maximal orderp , `, `’
 .  .of the subalgebra Q . If M, F s L M is unimodular, then`, 3 2 py1., 2
  . .T , 1ra F is isometric to the e¨en unimodular lattice of dimension 8. If `
is a totally positi¨ e prime element o¨er p in the maximal order of the
Ä  . . w x’endomorphism algebra End SL p (S ( Q p then the rescaled lattice2 3
  . .T , `ra F is p-modular of minimum G 4.
 .  .   . . 2ii If M, F s L , then T , 1ra F is isometric to A . If2 py1., 6 2
  . . a   . . 2M, 1rp F s L , then T , 1rpa F is isometric to A .2 py1., 6 2
w xProof. Using the character tables given in 21 one calculates
p
 b .  i.  pq1yi.Q s 2 c y c y c , .  :N Ai
 .bs0, b'i mod 2
 .where Q is the character of SL p described in Section 2.i 2
 .  .In case i , the restriction of the natural character to SL p is2
 .  .  .2Q s 2 Q q Q9 and in case ii it is 2Q , hence dim T s 8 pq1.r2 a
resp. 4.
To derive the index of T [ T H in M, let q be a prime and q a the
largest q-power dividing p q 1. If a s 0, then Z T is a direct summand ofq
 :.Z M. Therefore assume that a G 1. Let R and N [ N A be as inq S L  p.2
 .Lemma 4.2. In case i the lattice M and its sublattice T can be viewed as
w . x  .’Z 1 q p r2 -modules of rank p y 1 resp. 4. In case ii the lattices M
and T have a structure over a maximal order of Q and hence over`, 3’w x  .Z y 1 . In particular for q s 3, Z M is regarded as an RSL p -module3 2
  ..of R-rank p y 1 via an embedding R ¨ End SL p .Z M 23
 .First let q s 2. Since a and p q 1 r2 s 3a are odd, the character
c , which is the only other Frobenius character in the block of Z N2 a 2
containing c , does not occur in the restriction of Q or Q to N.a a  pq1.r2
Therefore Z T is a direct summand of Z M and 2 does not divide the2 2
w  H.xindex M : T [ T .
Now let q ) 2. A defect group of the block of Q as well as the one ofa
 .the block containing Q and Q9 in RSL p is the Sylow q-subgroup2
 :aC ( D F A and has normalizer N. Since N is also the normalizer ofq
w  .xthe simple subgroup C F D 8, Lemma VII.1.5 states that the RN-mod-q
ule Z M decomposes asq
ÄZ M s M [ P ,q N R N
where P is a projective RN-module and the number of indecomposable
Ädirect summands of the RN-module M equals the number of indecompos-
 .able direct summands of the RSL p -module Z M.2 q
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If q ) 3 then in both cases the character afforded by the Q N-moduleq
ÄQ M does not contain c . Therefore Z T is a Z N-sublattice of P.q a q q
 .  .  .Lemma 4.2 i now implies that in both cases i and ii the Sylow
 H.  a .dimT .q-subgroup of Mr T [ T is Zrq Z , which is also the Sylow
q-subgroup of T a, FrT , because q does not divide the determinant of
 .M, F .
w x  .’Now let q s 3. The character afforded by the Q p SL p -module3 2
 .  .  .Q M is 2Q or 2Q9 in case i and it is Q in case ii . Hence the one of3 a
aÄw x  .’ sy 1the Q p N-module Q M is 2 C in case i and it is c q c 9 q3 3 ss1 a r3
a  .sy 1 sy1 C in case ii where C is as defined in the proof of Lemmass2 a r3 a r3
 .4.2 ii .
 .  .The RSL p -module Z M is decomposable in case i . The Green2 3
 w  .x.correspondent cf., e.g., 6, Theorem 20.6 of an indecomposable sum-
Ämand of Z M is one of the two isomorphic indecomposable summands M93
Ä Ä .of M. With the notation introduced in Lemma 4.2 ii the RN-module M9
 .is isomorphic to 1 y e y e9 P , where P is a projective indecomposable1 1
Ä  .L-module. Since Z T is a sublattice of M, Lemma 4.2 ii shows that the3
H ay1 4 .  w x w x.’ ’Sylow 3-subgroup of Mr T [ T is Z p r3 Z p (3 3
 ay1 .8Zr3 Z .
 .In case ii the character c only occurs in the character afforded by thea
 .projective RN-lattice P. Lemma 4.2 ii yields that the Sylow 3-subgroup of
H a ay1’ ’ ’ ’ .  w x w x.  w x w x.Mr T [ T is Z y 1 r3 Z y 1 [ Z y 1 r3 Z y 1 (3 3 3 3
 a .2  ay1 .2Zr3 Z [ Zr3 Z .
Ä Ä Ä ÄThe image of N(S acting on T is the central product N [ S (S .3 3 3
2 .In case ii , this group N fixes only one lattice of determinant 3 and
dimension 4. To determine the p-part of the determinant the explicit
 .description of the irreducible p-modular representations of SL p as the2
w xspace of homogenous polynomials of degree s in two variables F x, y ,p s
 .with character b cf. Lemma 2.3 is used. Extending scalars one maysq1
 i j . w x2choose a basis x y N i q j s s of F x, y such that the action of A isp s
i j  iyj. i j a .  ya ..x y A s z x y . Hence the character c and hence c occurs in
b if and only if there are integers 0 F i, j F s with i q j s s andsq1
 . a . ya .i y j s a , i.e., a F s and s ' a mod 2 . In particular c and c do
not occur in b . Since G acts on La rL with characteray1 2 py1., 6 2 py1., 6
  . . 2  .   . .2b , one has T , 1ra F ( A if M, F s L and T , 1rpa Fay1 2 2 py1., 6
2   . . a( A if M, 1rp F s L .2 2 py1., 6
Since the trivial 2-modular constituent does not occur in the representa-
  . .tion of N on QT , the rescaled primitive lattice T , 1ra F is even. Hence
 .  .  ..in the case i M, F s L M , it is isometric to E , the unique2 py1., 2 8
 .even unimodular lattice of dimension 8. The rescaled lattice M, ` F can
be viewed as a unimodular lattice over M. In particular the rescaled lattice
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  . . w . x’T , `ra F comes from an even unimodular Z 1 q p r2 -lattice and is
therefore of minimum G 4.
 .To state the corresponding result for p ' y1 mod 12 the notation for
wfinite rational matrix groups and their lattices as defined in 17, Proposi-
 .xtion II.4 are used.
 .2 3 .2 3 .  .  .The groups PSL p D and PSL p D F GL Q arem=2 12 2 12 2 py1.D
 .extensions of PSL p = D by an automorphism of order 2 acting on2 12
both direct factors, where the restriction of the natural character to
 .PSL p is 2Q in the first case and 2Q in the second2  pq1.r2  pq1.r6
 .2 3 .2 3 pq1.r4.  pq1.r12.Ãcase. The corresponding lattices A A resp. A Am=py1 2 py1 2D
 .2 3  pq1.r4. .or A A if p s 11 contain the tensor product A m Am10 2 py1 2
Ã pq1.r12.  py1.r2 . wresp. A m A or A m A if p s 11 of index 3 cf. 17,py1 2 10 2
xChap. V .
 .  .LEMMA 4.4. Let p ' y1 mod 12 and M, F be a primiti¨ e lattice of
 .   . .  .dimension 2 p y 1 with PSL p m D .2 F Aut M, F . Using the nota-2 12
 .tion of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 let T [ e q e M l M F M.a ya
 .2 3 pq1.r4. py1 .  .  .i If M, F s A A is of determinant p , then dim Tmpy1 2
  . .is 8. The rescaled lattice T , 1ra F is p-modular of minimum G 4.
 .  .2 3 2 3 pq1.r12.Ã .  .  .ii If M, F s A A or A A if p s 11 is ofm mpy1 2 10 2
2ay1.   . . 2   . .determinant p , then T , 1ra F is isometric to A . If M, 1rp F s2
 .  .2 3 2 3 pq1.r12. a aÃ  .A A or A A if p s 11 is the dual lattice, the sublatticem mpy1 2 10 2
  . . 2T , 1rpa F is isometric to A .2
Proof. Most of the proof is completely analogous to the one of Lemma
4.3 and need not be repeated. The main difference is the argumentation in
the case q s 2. As in Lemma 4.2 let 2 a be the maximal 2-power dividing
p q 1.
 .  .  .i The restriction of the natural character of Aut M, F to PSL p2
 . w . x  .’is 2Q s 2 Q q Q9 . Let R [ Z 1 q y p r2 if p ' 3 mod 8 and3a 2
 .R [ Z if p ' y1 mod 8 . Let M9 be an indecomposable summand of2
 .  .the RPSL p -module Z M. Since the R-rank of M9 is p y 1 r2 ' 12 2
 .mod 2 , a vertex of M9 is the Sylow 2-subgroup D of N, where N is as in
Ä . w  .xLemma 4.2 iii . By 6, Theorem 20.6 , Z M s M [ P, where P is a2 N N
xsum of indecomposable RN-lattices with vertex of the form D l N where
 . ay 1x g PSL p y N. Since c belongs to a block with defect group C ,2 a 2
Z T is an R-sublattice of P.2
 .  .a Assume that p ' 3 mod 8 , i.e., a s 2. If Z T is a direct2
w  .xsummand of P then 6, Corollary 20.8 says that M9 and an indecompos-
able summand of Z T have a common vertex. But c does not belong to a2 a
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block of RN of maximal defect, so this is a contradiction. The only other
Frobenius character in the block of c of RN is c . So Z T , not being aa 2 a 2
direct summand of P, is a sublattice of a projective RN sublattice of P.
 .  .Now Lemma 4.2 iii implies i .
 .  . ay 1b Assume that p ' y1 mod 8 , i.e., a ) 2. then C ( C 1 D2 ]
 .is a characteristic subgroup of D. Since N s N C , C is not of thePS L  p.2
x  .form D l N for some x g PSL p y N. Now N is also the normalizer of2
w  .xthe simple subgroup C F C, hence by 8, Lemma VII.1.4 the indecom-2
posable Z N-modules belonging to blocks with defect group C have either2
a vertex C or are projective. Hence Z T is a sublattice of a projective2
 .  .Z N-submodule of P and one gets i with Lemma 4.2 iii .2
  . .To get the minimum of the lattice T , 1ra F one has to view it as
Äw . x   . .’unimodular Z 1 q y p r2 -lattice T. If the minimum of T , 1ra F is
Ä  :.2, this lattice T represents 1. Since the action of the normalizer N AG
Ä Ä .on T is irreducible with image containing "S m S T contains 4 linearly3 3
windependent vectors of length 1 and hence is isometric to Z 1 q
4. x  .’y p r2 . But then Aut T , F s C X S does not contain S = S , which2 4 3 3
is a contradiction.
 .  . ay1ii The block of Z PSL p containing Q is of defect 2 and has2 2 a
defect group C ay 1. As in Lemma 4.3 for q G 5, one gets that Z T is a2 2
 .sublattice of a projective Z N-module. Hence by Lemma 4.2 iii the Sylow2
 H.  ay1 .42-subgroup of Mr T [ T is Zr2 Z . The rest is as in the proof of
Lemma 4.3.
We now finish the proof of Theorem 4.1:
 .2COROLLARY 4.5. The restriction of the representation D of G [ U F2 p
 .on QL to the subgroup SL p has character 2Q . The lattice L has2  pq1.r6
 py5.r3  .determinant p , so L s E K
Proof. As seen in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.1 the image
 .  .  .  .D G is SL p : 2 = C if p ' 5 mod 12 and "PSL p .2 = C if2 3 2 3
 .   ..p ' y1 mod 12 . An element g g G y G9 ? Z G can be chosen as
0 1 2 .  .3g [ . The square g g core U lies in the kernel of the action ifyz 0
 . 2  .  .p q 1 r2 is odd and yg g core U if p q 1 r2 is even. In both cases
 :   ..   .. 2there is a central subgroup v F Z D G : End D G with v q v q
 .1 s 0. Since the values of the characters Q of degree p y 1 of SL p arei 2
 . real, the restriction of D to SL p has character 2Q where i g p q2 i
.  .  .  . 4 1 r2, p q 1 r4, p q 1 r3, p q 1 r6 l Z has the same parity as p q
.  .1 r2 cf. Section 2 . The characters Q and Q therefore only pq1.r4  pq1.r3
 .have to be considered if p ' y1 mod 12 . They extend to the non-split
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’ ’ . w x w x extension "PSL p .2 with character field Q y 2 and Q y 1 cf.2
w x.  .21 contradicting that v commutes with D G .
Hence the character of D is one of 2Q or 2Q . pq1.r2  pq1.r6
To apply Lemma 4.3 resp. Lemma 4.4 note that there is an additional
 .   . pq1.r3  . pq1.r2 .automorphism f g Aut L defined by y at q b , ct q d f
  p p. pq1.r3  p p. pq1.r2 .[ y a t q b , c t q d . Clearly f maps the set S into
 .  .itself and fixes the condition gen and the numbers of solutions of w .
0 1 .  ..  .Hence f g Aut L . The element f [ D f g Aut L centralizes1 y1 0
  ..   ..D SL p and induces the outer automorphism on the center Z D G (2
2  .   . :C . Moreover f s D yI . Hence H [ D G , f is isomorphic to6 1
Ä  . .  .   . .SL p (S .2 if p ' 5 mod 12 and H s PSL p m D .2 if p ' y12 3 2 12
 .mod 12 . In all four cases H is an absolutely irreducible subgroup of
 .GL Q and the H-invariant primitive lattices are isometric to M or2 py1.
M a, where M is as in Lemma 4.3 resp. Lemma 4.4.
 :  .Since the lattice L s S is a sublattice of E K , L is integral and its
determinant is divisible by p.
 .Assume now that the restriction of D to SL p has character 2Q .2  pq1.r2
 .2 3` m. m.  pq1.r4.Ã .Then L is isometric to L M resp. A A for=2 py1., 2 py1 2D
w . x’some totally positive m g Z 1 q p r2 resp. m g Z as described in) 0
 .  .  pq1.r6. 2Lemma 4.3 i resp. Lemma 4.4 i . Therefore the lattice X ( A2
 .  .defined just before Lemma 4.2 is a sublattice of the lattice T , ` mF
 .   .  .. resp. T , mF of Lemma 4.3 i resp. Lemma 4.4 i of minimum G 4 p q
. .  .1 r6 . Since the minimum of X is p q 1 r3 this is a contradiction.
 .Hence D has character 2Q . Using parts ii of Lemmas 4.3N S L  p.  pq1.r62
 .  .and 4.4 one easily concludes that L, h s L resp. L, h s2 py1., 6
 .  .2 3 2 3 pq1.r12.  py5.r3Ã  .A A or A A if p s 11 is of determinant p sm mpy1 2 10 2
  . .  .det E K , h . Therefore L s E K .
Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 resp. Lemma 4.4 yield the following two
corollaries:
 .   . .COROLLARY 4.6. If p ' 5 mod 12 then E K , h is isometric to
 .L . In particular, the minimum of L is p q 1 r3. The auto-2 py1., 6 2 py1., 6
 .morphism group Aut L contains the absolutely irreducible subgroup2 py1., 6
 .2 3 Ä .SL p ( S .2 3
 .In Theorem 2.6 it was also shown that the subgroup SL p of the2
automorphism group of the Mordell]Weil lattice acts on p q 1 unimodu-
lar overlattices of L . It would be nice to see these lattices in2 py1., 6
 .E K to have an estimation for their minimum.Q
 .2 3 Ä .  .For p s 17 the automorphism group Aut L s SL 17 ( S has32, 6 2 3
two orbits on these 18 lattices of length 12 resp. 6 represented by extremal
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 .unimodular lattices L resp. L9. The automorphism group of L is SL 17 ,2
whereas L9 is the Barnes]Wall lattice with automorphism group
1q10 q  .2 .O 2 .q 10
 . w  .xIf p ' y1 mod 12 , one uses 17, Theorem V.9 to show
 .   . .COROLLARY 4.7. If p ' y1 mod 12 then E K , h is isometric to
 .  .2 3 2 3 pq1.r12.Ã  .A A resp. A A for p s 11 with automorphism groupm mpy1 2 10 2
 .2 3 .containing PSL p D .m2 12
  . . w xFor p s 11 the lattice E K , h is described in 17, p. 50 , because its
 .2 3 .automorphism group PSL 11 D is a maximal finite subgroup ofm2 12
 . 2GL Q . It has determinant 11 and 12540 vectors of minimal length 4.20
 . 6For p s 23 the rank of E K is 44. The lattice has determinant 23 and
2708112 vectors of minimal length 8.
Remark 4.8. As pointed out by Elkies, there is a shorter proof of
Theorem 4.1 using the elliptic curve E9 : Y 2 s X 3 q T p y T , which is
equivalent to E over any extension of F that contains elements j , j , j ,p 2 3
and h with j p / j s j  p2 ., j 2 s j 3 s j p y j , and h pq1 s y1 via the2 3
 p .  .  . pq1.r3transformation T [ j t q j h r t q h , X [ j xr t q h , and3
 . pq1.r2Y [ j yr t q h .2
a b .  .  .  . For g [ g SL p a, b, c, d g F , ad y bc s 1 , let g T [ aT2 pc d
.  .  .  .   .  ..q b r cT q d . Then the group SL p acts on E9 K via X T , Y T ? g2
   ..  . pq1.r3   ..  . pq1.r2 .  . p[ X g T r cT q d , Y g T r cT q d , since g T y
 .  p .  . pq1g T s T y T r cT q d .
5. SOME LATTICES CONSTRUCTED WITH D2
 .Let p be a prime p ' 1 mod 4 . Consider the matrix group G [
  ..  .D SL p F GL Q . Since the representation D decomposes into2 2 2 py1. 2
 .two non-equivalent representations over R, F G is of dimension 2 and
w x’may be identified with the center Q p of the endomorphism algebra
 .   ..  .C [ End G ( Q cf. Lemma 1.1 i . As in Theorem 2.4 let L, Fp , `, `’
 .s L M be unimodular. Multiplying F by integral totally positive2 py1., 2
w . x’elements a g Z 1 q p r2 : C, one obtains infinitely many integral
 .Euclidean lattices L, aF .
If p s 5, 13, or 17, the class number of the quaternion algebra Q p , `, `’
is one, so G fixes up to isomorphism only the lattice L.
 . w’THEOREM 5.1. Let p s 5, 13, or 17, and b [ 5 q p r2 g Z 1 q
. x  .’p r2 \ R : Z C the totally positi¨ e generator of R with minimal trace.
Then the norm N of b is N s 5, 3, or 2 in the respecti¨ e cases. Consider the
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  . .  2 .lattices L [ L, b q i F for i g Z . Then L is an e¨en i q 5i q N -i G 0 i
modular lattice. The minimum of L is 2 i q 4 if p s 5 resp. 4 i q 6 if p s 13i
or p s 17. In particular L is an extremal N-modular lattice. For p s 5, the0
lattices L are the densest lattices in their genus.i
Proof. By Remark 2.4 the normalizer of G in the automorphism group
 .Aut L, F of the unimodular lattice contains an element n which induces
w x’the Galois automorphism on the center Q p of the endomorphism
w x’algebra of G. Therefore one gets for any 0 / a g Q p :
y1y1 t r y1 y1 t r y1 y1F n aF n F s F a nFn F s F a s aa aF . .  .  .
 w x.  .So if a is primitive i.e., R s Z a and totally positive, the lattice L, aF
 .is aa -modular. To obtain the minimum of L consider the unimodulari
 .even R-lattice L [ L, p F , where p g R is a totally positive prime
element dividing p, with quadratic form f : L m L ª R. Then L is thei
 .  . . .Z-lattice with quadratic form b q i F s Tr( b q i rp f , where Tr
w x’denotes the trace from Q p to Q.
’ .  .Assume first that p s 5. Then b s p s 5 q 5 r2 and b q i F s
’ ’ . .  .Tr( 1r10 10 q 5i y i 5 f. Let x g L with f x, x s a q b 5 . Then
t r ’ ’ .  . . ..  .x b q i Fx s Tr 1r10 10 q 5i y i 5 a q b 5 s 2 a q i a y b .
 .Since f is even, one has a, b g Z and a ' b mod 2 . Moreover the
minimum of the Z-lattice L is 4, so a G 2 and there is x g L with0
 .f x, x s 2, because 2 is the unique even totally positive element of R
2 2’ .with trace 4. Finally a q b 5 is totally positive, therefore a ) 5b .
Distinguish 3 cases
 .  .  .If b F 0, then 2 a q i a y b G a i q 2 G 2 i q 4, with equality if a, b
 .s 2, 0 .
If b s 1, then a is odd and hence a G 3. Therefore a y b G 2 and
 .2 a q i a y b G 2 i q 6.
’ .Finally if b ) 1 then a y b ) 5 y 1 b ) 1 and therefore a y b G 2.
’ ’ .Since a ) 5 b one has 2 a q i a y b ) 2 5 b q 2 i ) 4 q 2 i.
That L is the densest lattice in its genus follows from the observationi
 2 .that the Hermite parameter of a i q 5i q 5 -modular lattice of minimum
2’ .G 2 i q 6 is G 2 i q 6 r i q 5i q 5 ) 2 contradicting the fact that
 . w xE s L M is the densest lattice in dimension 8 3 .8 8, 2
Next consider the case p s 13. As in the case p s 5 one gets that the
 .  .  .minimum of L is the minimum of f a, b [ a y b q a y 3b i, wherei i’ ’a q b 13 are the values of the quadratic form f on L . Hence a ) 13 b
 .) 3.6b, a ' b mod 2 and a G 6. If x g L , then also e x g L for a
2 ’  ..fundamental unit e of R, one obtains the inequality Tr e a q b 13 s
  ..11a y 39b G 12. With this, one obtains that min f a, b G 6 q 6 i ifi
  ..   ..b F 0, min f a, b G 6 q 4 i if b s 1, and min f a, b G 8 q 4 i ) 6 qi i
4 i for b G 2.
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 .  .The integral lattice L, p F represents 14. Since Aut L, p F contains
 .an element inducing the Galois automorphism on the center Z C the
’R-lattice L represents both even totally positive elements 7 " 13 of R
 .with trace 14. So again this minimum is attained because f 7, 1 s 6 q 4 i.i
 .The case p s 17 may be dealt with similarly. Here f a, b s a y 3b qi
 .i 2 a y 8b and it is helpful to compute that the minimum of L is 6 and0
the one of L is 10 and to use this restriction on the representation1 ’numbers of L . In particular L represents 18 q 4 17 so the minimum
 .f 18, 4 s 6 q 4 i is attained.i
Remark 5.2. If p s 29, 37, or 41 the algebra Q contains twop , `, `’
 w x.conjugacy classes of maximal orders cf. 25 . For p s 37 both unimodular
 .lattices L M contain vectors of length 6. For p s 41 only one of the72, 2
 . two unimodular lattices L M the one, where M contains a maximal80, 2
.order of Q , remains a candidate to be extremal. For p s 29, 37, and 41`, 3
 b .  .   . .’none of the modular lattices L M where b s 7 q p r2 is2 py1., 2
extremal.
 .A further operation one might apply to the lattices L M is2 py1., 2
taking tensor products over maximal anti-identifiable subrings O of the
endomorphism rings. The automorphism group of this lattice contains a
  ..   ..subgroup D SL p D SL q , where S [ QO is the Q-subalgebram2 2 2 2
S
 .  .spanned by O, isomorphic to the central product of SL p and SL q .2 2
To obtain a unimodular lattice one usually has to choose an appropriate
   ..   ...quadratic form in F D SL p D SL q .m) 0 2 2 2 2
S
Clearly for p s q s 5, S s Q one again obtains the lattice’5 , `, `
 . L M , but for p s 5, q s 13 where one may take the subalgebra S to8, 2
.be Q one obtains a new extremal unimodular lattice L of dimen-`, 2 48
sion 48.
 .Choosing p s 5, q s 17 S ( Q one otains a unimodular lattice`, 3
 .  .L, F but also a 3-modular lattice L, p F of dimension 64, where p is a3 3
’ ’w xtotally positive prime element in Q 17 , 5 dividing 3. Both lattices
1  .remain candidates to be extremal. To show the 3-modularity of L, p F ,3
 .one constructs an element n g Aut L, F which induces the Galois auto-
y1 2 y1’ ’ ’ ’w x w x  .morphism of Q 17 , 5 over Q 17 . Since np n s 4 q 17 p ,3 3
 .the 3-modularity of L, p F can be seen as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.3
One might hope to construct an extremal unimodular lattice of dimen-
sion 72 with p s q s 13, S s Q , but this lattice contains vectors of’13 , `, `
length 6.
An easy construction for the extremal unimodular lattice L in dimen-48
sion 48 is the following: Let M be a maximal order in Q and F’13 , `, ` 3
1  .Meanwhile I proved the extremality of the unimodular lattice L, F .
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denote a Gram matrix of the extremal 3-modular lattice 5 q
’ . .  .  .13 r2 L M . Let i g M Q be an element of order 4 in the endo-24, 2 24
   ...morphism ring End D SL 13 . Since iF is skew symmetric, oneL , M . 2 2 324 2t r y1   ..has i s yF iF cf. Lemma 1.1 ii . Using this one easily checks that3 3
the matrix
F 1 q i .3
F [ t r y1 /1 q i 3F . 3
is a Gram matrix of a positive definite 48-dimensional unimodular lattice
 .M, where 1 denotes the 24 = 24 unit matrix. Moreover the group SL 132
 .is a subgroup of the automorphism group Aut M via the representation
yt r  .D q D . One computes e.g., with PARI that the minimum of M is 6.2 2
The identification of L with M may be obtained computing the auto-48
morphism group of M:
THEOREM 5.3. The lattice M is an extremal e¨en unimodular lattice.
 .  .Aut M contains a subgroup SL 13 such that the normalizer N [2
  ..   .  .. 2N SL 13 is the absolutely irreducible group SL 13 SL 5 .2 ,mAutM . 2 2 2
S
where S ( Q . In particular M s L is not isometric to one of the two`, 2 48
 w x.known extremal unimodular lattices P and P cf. 5 of dimension 48.48 p 48 q
Proof. It remains to compute N. Using only calculations in dimension
 . y1 t r  . y124, one may obtain a g GL Z , such that 3aF a s F and a 1 q i a24 3 3
t r 0 a .  .  .s 1 q i . Then the matrix lies in Aut M and induces the outeryt ra 0
 .automorphism on SL 13 and the Galois automorphism on the center of2
  ..  .the endomorphism algebra A [ End SL 13 ( M Q . The cen-’2 2 13 , `, `
  ..tralizer C [ C SL 13 consists of all elements in the simple alge-AutM . 2
bra A, fixing M and the quadratic form F. Let 0 / ¨ g M be any vector.
  ..Then ¨A l M is a lattice of rank dividing 32 s dim A . One computesQ
 .  .C as the subgroup of Aut ¨A l M, F which lies in A as C ( SL 5 .2.2
2  . :   .  ..Therefore N s SL 13 , a, C s SL 13 SL 5 .2 .m2 2 2
S
 .Remark 5.4. Since the automorphism group Aut M contains an irre-
ducible subgroup ( C , the lattice M has a structure over the 65th65
cyclotomic field. The existence of many root free unimodular lattices
w xhaving such a structure has been predicted in 2 . However, it is shown in
w x1 that an extremal unimodular lattice may not be obtained from a
w xprincipal ideal in Z z .65
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